LogiWare

Order Management

Make your business indispensable to your customers
Logiware’s Order Management System allows you to become more responsive and valuable to your client by
integrating their sales and purchase orders into your logistics processes. This integration in turn increases
productivity throughout the supply chain.

Import Capability

Logiware offers a standard file format that can import customer sales and
purchase orders on a nightly or more frequent schedule.

EDI Ready

Logiware supports standard EDI formats (850 and 856) allowing your customer to
send sales and purchase orders to you electronically. Orders upload
automatically into Logiware, and you can send receipt acknowledgements,
booking acknowledgements and advance shipment notifications back to your
customer via EDI.

SO and PO documents

You can also create sales and purchase orders directly in the system and
generate and email documents.

Create Shipments from

Once an order is in Logiware, you can create bookings and Bills of lading

Sales or Purchase Orders

directly from the sales or purchase order.

Link shipments to orders

You can also link bookings and bills of lading to a sales or purchase order at any

and orders to shipments

time.

Visibility

From within a sales or purchase order or a shipment file, you can see all of the
orders that a shipment file is linked to and vice versa.

Searching and Reporting

You can easily search for shipments that contain or are linked to a sales or
purchase order in the system. Sales and purchase orders can also be included in
any shipment report as well.

Fulfillment Reports

Fulfillment reports can be run showing all of the sales or purchase orders for
each customer, all of the shipments made against the order, the status of each
shipment, and the remaining items and quantities not yet fulfilled.

Flexible item/product
configuration

Item/products can be setup in the system with default quantity and price units of
measure and unit of measure conversions. Products can contain sub-product
assemblies and attribute configurations (such as available colors, material, length.
etc.)

Integration with warehouse Warehouse receipts can receive items from a sales or purchase order.
receipts
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